Thus, it is not well understood how the extended period of activity-dependent morphological rearrangements The visual pathway from the retina to the optic tectum corresponds with visual response properties of the rein fish and frogs has long been studied as a model cipient tectal neurons, which serve as the readout of for neural circuit formation. Although morphological the retinotectal pathway. aspects, such as axonal and dendritic arborization, In fact, the retinotectal projection can serve as a valuhave been well characterized, less is known about able system to study the functional maturation of neural how this translates into functional properties of tectal circuits in general. Because the time courses of axon neurons during development. We developed a system and dendrite growth as well as synaptogenesis have to provide controlled visual stimuli to larval zebrafish, been characterized, the tectum provides an opportunity while performing two-photon imaging of tectal neuto correlate the structural establishment of connectivity rons loaded with a fluorescent calcium indicator, alwith the development of specific functional response lowing us to determine visual response properties in properties. For instance, how long after initial connecintact fish. In relatively mature larvae, we describe retivity is established do neurons become active? What ceptive field sizes, visual topography, and direction are the first properties to develop? How specific are the and size selectivity. We also characterize the onset initial synaptic connections, and how do receptive field and development of visual responses, beginning characteristics mature as the dendritic arbor grows and when retinal axons first arborize in the tectum. Surmore synapses are formed? Furthermore, understandprisingly, most of these properties are established ing how visual properties arise developmentally may soon after dendrite growth and synaptogenesis begin provide insight into how they are computed by the and do not require patterned visual experience or a circuit. protracted period of refinement.
extensive axon and dendrite growth and remodeling stimulus presentation. As shown in Figure 2A , there was a rapid rise in fluorescence within 100 ms of stimucontinue for several more days, we find that there is lus onset, followed by a slow decay with a time conlittle evidence for an extended period of receptive field stant of approximately 1 s. refinement and that, instead, most response properties Images were acquired by alternating stimulus preare well determined from the outset of development. sentation and control frames, at 4 s intervals to allow complete recovery of the fluorescence signal between frames. The response for each neuron was measured Results by calculating mean fluorescence intensity in a region of interest centered on each neuron that was clearly Fluorescence Imaging of Neural Calcium resolved in the field of view. The changes in fluoresFluorescent indicators of cytosolic calcium concentracence intensity for four neurons that were elicited by a tion can provide an indirect measure of neuronal activset of stimuli are shown in Figure 2B . The set of stimuli ity over populations of neurons (Fetcho et al., 1998) .
in frames 1 to 30, spots sweeping through different loInjection of OGB1-AM into the tectum of zebrafish larcations in visual space, is repeated in frames 31 to 60. vae resulted in labeling of a substantial number of cell Each neuron responded reproducibly to a particular bodies in one hemisphere, primarily in the periventricucombination of stimuli. lar cell body layer ( Figures 1B and 1C) . A small number In order to verify that calcium transients are related of cell bodies were also labeled in the neuropil layer, as to action potentials in the tectal neurons, we injected well as a significant background labeling of the neuropil tetrodotoxin into the eyecup, which eliminated both itself, but individual axons and dendrites could not be spontaneous and stimulus-evoked calcium transients resolved. We focused our analysis on the periventricu-( Figure 2C .) We also performed simultaneous extracellar neurons, since they are the most numerous cell type lular loose-patch recording and calcium imaging during in the tectum, and their morphological development visual stimulation. Figure 2D shows that visual stimuli had been previously characterized. No impairment of evoked a burst of action potentials, which was correthe larvae's health or behavior was observed following lated with increases in the fluorescence level. The corinjections.
respondence between number of spikes fired and the Unanesthetized labeled zebrafish were restrained in magnitude of the fluorescence transient for a typical agarose in an imaging chamber that allowed simultaneuron is shown in Figure 2E , which demonstrates that neous two-photon imaging and presentation of visual the relationship was monotonic and approximately linstimuli to the contralateral eye using the image of a ear and that responses to stimuli evoking only a few miniature LCD screen projected onto the side of the spikes could be reliably detected. Furthermore, this rechamber ( Figure 1A rearrangements, and synapse formation have signifiwell characterized morphologically in terms of the projection pattern of retinal ganglion cell axons within the cantly decreased relative to the early period of growth from 3 to 7 dpf, resulting in stable tectal neuron mortectum (Baier et al., 1996). Figure 3E shows the relation between cell body position and receptive field center, phology (Niell et al., 2004) . We first calculated the region of visual space that a given neuron responded to, demonstrating a strong correlation, which was consistent across all fish (mean c = 0.79 ± 0.05 slope = 0.85 ± i.e., the spatial receptive field, by multiplying fluorescence responses to 12°moving spots sweeping com-0.1°/m; n = 588 cells, 12 fish). A corresponding map of the up/down visual axis is represented in depth, perpletely across x and y coordinates of the visual field for each given neuron ( Figure 3A ). This proved more pendicular to the image plane, and thus was not generally detected in a single section, but could be obeffective than white noise reverse correlation as a result of the limited number of stimulus presentations due to served by focusing down through the specimen (data not shown). photobleaching and the long time course of the calcium response, and the nonlinearity in response properties By subtracting sweeps in opposite directions, we were able to calculate a value for direction selectivity due to the fact that many neurons responded to both light and dark stimuli. Figure 3B shows the spatial reat each visual coordinate, for neurons that responded to moving stimuli. An example of a direction-selective ceptive fields to moving spots for all neurons in the field of view, demonstrating that, while many neurons did neuron is shown in Figure 4A , demonstrating that such cells display normal receptive fields, but with signifinot respond at all to these stimuli, many others demonstrated a strong response that was localized to a subrecantly stronger responses in one preferred direction and suppressed response in the opposite direction. gion of visual space. The diameters of the receptive fields were relatively large, as shown in Figure 3C , rangThe direction selectivity was vector averaged across the visual field, and the resulting vector magnitude was ing from 12°to nearly the entire field of visual presentation, with a mean of 40°± 4°(n = 588 cells in 12 fish).
used as the direction selectivity index (DSI) for the neuron. As Figure 4B (blue) shows, nearly 50% of motion- Figure S1 shows enlarged examples of such receptive fields with different diameters, amplitudes, and spatial responsive neurons had a DSI > 0.33, corresponding to a 2:1 direction preference, which is a standard criterion locations.
Close inspection of Figure 3C shows that cells at the for direction selectivity. To rule out the possibility that this selectivity was due to trial-to-trial variability in the rostral end of the tectum generally responded to the anterior portion of the visual field, while cells at the cauresponse, we calculated the DSI using shuffled data, where presentation of stimuli in opposite, rather than dal end responded to posteriorly located stimuli. This is demonstrated explicitly in Figure 3D , which maps the identical, directions were pooled and averaged. Figure  4B (red) shows that for shuffled data almost no neurons x coordinate center of a parametric fit to each individual receptive field, revealing the rostrocaudal/anteriorhad a DSI > 0.33. Figure 4C shows the preferred direction for all direcposterior visuotopic map in the tectum, which has been tion-selective neurons in one fish. In the region of the ous spatial frequencies; full-field arrays of spots of 6°o r 25°, both stationary and moving; an expanding spot tectum representing the center of visual space, all directions were represented nearly equally with little indito simulate a looming object; and sustained changes in background intensity. cation of spatial organization. However, in the caudal tectum, which represents the posterior visual field, Figure 5A represents the responses of all neurons with cell bodies centrally located in the visuotopic map. there was some predominance of selectivity for anterior motion, i.e., an object moving into the visual field. This
Because of the large amount of data, a cluster analysis algorithm was used to sort neurons into groups with is corroborated in Figure 4D , the preferred angle for all neurons, which shows that all directions were present, similar response properties across multiple stimuli. Although there was some variability within each group, but with a preponderance of anterior-directed motion.
Studies in both the tectum of fish and superior collisetting a threshold of 0.5 within-cluster correlation resulted in five major clusters. Approximately 5% of neuculus of higher vertebrates have demonstrated a size selectivity, or negative spatial summation, wherein neurons fell into groups of less than 1% of the total population and were thus left as unclassified. Summarizing the rons respond optimally to objects smaller than the receptive field size and decrease their response to larger data by the mean response of each cluster allows some data reduction without eliminating all heterogeneity, as or multiple objects even within the region that would normally elicit a positive response (Vanegas, 1984) . We shown in Figure 5B , which also demonstrates that responses to measurements that were not included in the tested this for zebrafish periventricular neurons by flashing stationary spots of varying size in the center of clustering (below the dashed line) also segregate with this clustering. In general, we would not argue that the visual field. Figure 4E demonstrates this size selectivity, as most cells responded maximally to squares of these groups have clear-cut boundaries but that they serve as a method to categorize response types. just 6°across, with almost no response to objects 50°a cross, which was a typical receptive field size as The first group corresponds to neurons that had strong receptive fields as mapped by moving stimuli shown in Figure 3B . Thus, although tectal cells were responsive to objects moving anywhere within a relaand were direction selective, while group 2 was similar but with little direction selectivity. Group 3 showed low tively large region of visual space, they could show selectivity for the size and direction of stimuli.
response to the moving spot stimuli but responded strongly to flashing or stationary spots, with less size selectivity and spatial summation than motion-responCluster Analysis of the Tectal Population sive cells. A fourth group was characterized by susAlthough the above results illustrate the properties of tained spontaneous activity in the dark and responded neurons that responded to moving stimuli, Figure 3A to other stimuli only inasmuch as they created a susshows that many neurons did not respond to these tained decrease in total illumination. Interestingly, they stimuli. We therefore presented a battery of different did not respond to transient full-field decreases (flicker) stimuli to fish (see Experimental Procedures), including but only to sustained darkness of at least several hunthe 12°moving spots and flashing spots of different dred milliseconds. Finally, a sizeable population of cells sizes in the visual field center, both described above; flashing spots at all spatial positions; gratings of varidid not respond significantly to any of the stimuli we presented. These may represent glia or other nonexcitsponses could be measured. Beginning at 66 hpf (Figure 6B) , we observed responses to large dark stimuli, able cells, or neurons for which we have not found a as well as spontaneous activity in darkness, in a small suitable stimulus. number of neurons, but no spatial receptive fields could be measured. At 72 hpf, when the lens forms a focused Development of Visual Properties image on the retina (Easter and Nicola, 1996), over 50% In order to characterize the initial establishment of reof neurons responded to visual stimuli. As Figure 6C ceptive field properties of tectal neurons, we used the shows, these responses grouped into two of the same same battery of stimuli to probe visual responses startclusters that were apparent in the mature neurons, aling at 60 hpf, when retinal axons have just begun enterthough generally the responses were much weaker. By ing the tectal neuropil. The cluster analysis, which was 78 and 84 hpf ( Figures 6D and 6E) , the four main reverified at 9 dpf ( Figure 6F ), was used to provide a consponse types were present in nearly the mature proporcise description of the range of tectal responses. The tions, and most aspects of their selectivity were apparcluster analysis was performed independently for each ent, despite the fact that dendritic arbor length, as well time point, but always using the same parameters for as the number of synapses per neuron, are a small fraccalculating the correlation between neurons. Summation of their mature values (Niell et al., 2004) . rizing the data by the mean response of each cluster Other properties that are not dependent on the clusallowed some data reduction without eliminating all ter analysis also developed quite rapidly. Figure 7A heterogeneity.
shows a typical map of receptive fields for an 84 hpf larva, demonstrating that the layout of receptive fields At 60 hpf, no spontaneous or visually evoked re-the neuronal responses were restricted to stimuli much smaller than the total receptive field size.
The most apparent change from the initial period of receptive field establishment to the mature responses described above was simply the magnitude of the response, or the sensitivity, rather than the selectivity. However, one aspect of selectivity that did improve during the period of dendritic maturation was the response to the smallest stimuli. Figure 7E demonstrates that neurons at 84 hpf responded much less to 6°spots than 12°spots, and not at all to 3°spots. Similarly, comparison of Figures 6D and 6E shows that one of the primary characteristics of the non-motion-responsive cluster 3, the strong response to a full field of 6°spots, was not present at 84 hpf. These changes are all summarized in Figure 7F , which shows the responses to these stimuli normalized to their mature values at 9 dpf, demonstrating that responses to smaller stimuli are less developed by 84 hpf than larger stimuli.
The short time course for establishment of these properties suggests that patterned visual experience may not be necessary. In order to test this, we raised larvae in the dark up to 84 hpf and compared them with age-matched controls. Figure 8A demonstrates that dark-reared fish develop the normal degree of retinotopy with appropriate receptive field diameters. Furthermore, direction selectivity arises in a similar proportion of neurons in the absence of moving stimuli ( Figure  8B ). Again, spatial acuity seems to be the only aspect that is affected, as the response to small flashing spots is somewhat decreased (Figure 8C ), although these mechanism to provide controlled high-resolution visual stimuli to awake restrained larva, we have developed a method to rapidly determine response properties of was already quite similar to that at 9 dpf. A map of anterior-posterior receptive field center ( Figure 7B) populations of neurons in vivo during development. This method has several advantages over traditional shows that visual topography was already well established. In fact, using the correlation coefficient between electrophysiological techniques. After the initial injection of indicator, which can be performed a significant cell body location and receptive field center as a measure of topography ( Figure 7C ) demonstrated that by distance from the recording site and with no noticeable effect on the larvae, the procedure is essentially nonin-78 hpf the smoothness of the retinotopic map was indistinguishable from that of a mature map. Furthervasive. It also allows access to neurons which would be difficult to reach or isolate with electrodes, such as more, the average receptive field width shows that although receptive fields were somewhat smaller at 72 the closely packed periventricular neurons studied here. We can also study these neurons earlier in develhpf, their size did not change considerably after 78 hpf ( Figure 7C ). These results suggest that the continued opment than was possible before, allowing us to study the initial onset of visual responses. Furthermore, imrearrangement of retinal axons does not result in either a smoothing of the retinotectal map or more spatially aging allows the acquisition of data from hundreds of neurons simultaneously, resulting in high throughput, restricted receptive fields.
The two primary aspects of response selectivity obwhich allowed us to perform cluster analysis on a large sample size, as well as giving information about the served in mature neurons, direction and size selectivity, were also established at this early stage of developspatial distribution and topography. Finally, recordings can be maintained for an extended period of time, often ment. Figure 7D shows that by the time spatial receptive fields could be mapped with moving spots, a signif-6 hr or more, limited primarily by gradual elimination of the indicator and cellular rearrangements during periods icant fraction already showed direction selectivity, which gradually increased to near the mature value by of rapid growth. This technique could be particularly valuable for the 84 hpf. Likewise, although neurons at 72 hpf still responded to large (>25°) stimuli (Figure 7E) , by 78 hpf zebrafish, which is rapidly becoming a model organism for visual function and development. A number of retidifferent from classical visual cortex receptive fields. We find that periventricular neurons in the zebrafish norecipient areas of mostly unknown function have been identified (Burrill and Easter, 1994) , and this method tectum fit well with these findings. In the relatively mature tectum, when the period of rapid neurite outgrowth could provide a means to map out their response properties. Likewise, mutants in various aspects of the viand synaptogenesis has finished, we used cluster analysis to delineate four broad categories of responses, sual system, from photoreceptor properties to wiring deficits, as well as behavioral mutants of unknown neusimilar to those described by Sajovic and Levinthal. Two groups respond strongly to moving stimuli over a rological basis, have been identified (Baier, 2000) . In vivo imaging could help us understand the specific derelatively large region of the visual field and are distinguished from each other by the presence of direction fects in neural function that accompany these mutations.
selectivity. The average receptive field width that we find for these groups (40°± 4°) also agrees well with Despite the fact that the fish retinotectal projection and the outgrowth of the corresponding tectal cell denthe value of Sajovic and Levinthal (34°), despite differences in stimuli and mapping methods. A third group drites are model systems for the development of neural circuitry, remarkably little is known about the functional does not respond to moving stimuli, including isolated or full-field spots and gratings, but does respond to aspects of this circuit. Even in the adult, the single-unit visual response properties of periventricular neurons, stationary stimuli with much less size selectivity. A fourth group responds only to sustained decreases in which make up over 95% of all neurons in the fish tectum, have not been well characterized except for two total illumination, with little sign of localization in the visual field. studies by Sajovic and Levinthal (Sajovic and Levinthal, 1982a; Sajovic and Levinthal, 1982b) . However, these Remarkably, we find that most of these response properties emerge quite early in the development of studies as well as investigations in the superior colliculus of higher vertebrates suggest that tectal neurons tectal circuitry. At 72 hpf, when RGC axons have just covered the tectal neuropil, and most tectal dendrites have response properties that are dramatically different from the input provided from the retina, and also quite only bear a small number of synapses, half the neurons already display responses characteristic of the mature increase by an order of magnitude before growth tapers off at 7 dpf. This suggests that the initial set of funccircuit. Beyond 78 hpf, just 12 hr after the first visually evoked responses could be recorded, the topographic tional connections may be quite specific and that neurons do not form a large number of random connecmap and receptive field sizes undergo very little refinement. Direction and size selectivity are also similar to tions that are then pruned back through a protracted refinement process, as many models of retinotectal dethat of mature 9 dpf neurons, despite the fact that the dendritic arbor length and synapse number will still velopment have suggested. However, this is consistent Knowing the boundary conditions of circuit develeventually persist, as well as many short-lived accumuopment, in this case the initial response properties lations of pre-and postsynaptic markers. There are established at the beginning of growth as well as the several possibilities to explain this contrast between eventual endpoint of tectal receptive field development, dynamic morphological turnover and the relatively conprovides some insight into the type of developmental stant functional properties. It is possible that the synprocesses involved, including plasticity and specificity apse formation events observed by imaging do not remechanisms. In general, different circuit functionalities present fully functional synapses, but perhaps just early are likely to require different developmental mechastages of partial synaptic assembly or synaptic connisms for their establishment. In this case, we now tacts that are not capable of neurotransmitter release.
know that tectal cell development is not constrained by On the other hand, if the synapses are functional, the a need to form extremely small receptive fields, but effect of aberrant synapses may not be detected bemany cells do need to restrict inputs to a single direccause, although there is a large total turnover of syntion of motion. Likewise, it is apparent that developapses, at any given time the transient pool generally ment does not start with an initially random set of synonly represents a fraction of all synapses on the arbor. aptic connections that are then modified to produce the A third intriguing possibility is raised by the observation appropriate final connectivity, as models of visual cortithat there is a progression during Xenopus tectal cell cal development have often assumed, but that even development from "silent" NMDA-only synapses to from the beginning of development neurons maintain a AMPA-mediated transmission (Wu et al., 1996) direction selectivity, and the magnitude of vector sum of the direcImaging of OGB-1 fluorescence in the tectum was performed tion selectivity at all points in the visual field, divided by the total with a custom built laser-scanning two-photon microscope, based response at all points, determined the direction selectivity index for on a Mira-900 Ti-Sapphire pulsed laser (Coherent, CA) tuned to 920 a neuron. nm, using a long-working distance water immersion objective (40×, Clustering was performed by generating for each neuron a vector 0.8 NA; Zeiss). Data acquisition utilized custom software (N. Ziv, representing its response to eight different stimuli. We then calcuTechnion Haifa). Visual stimuli of 0.5-1 s duration were presented lated the correlation coefficient between these vectors for all pairs immediately before beginning a frame scan, with one control (no of neurons. The two neurons with the highest correlation coefficient stimulus) frame between each stimulus frame. Approximately 1 s were combined into a cluster. This process was repeated, joining was required to scan a single frame, and frames were acquired at neurons into clusters and then merging clusters. The response vec-4 s intervals, which allowed the calcium response to return nearly tor of a cluster was determined by the mean of the response vecto rest for each control frame ( Figure 2C) . tors of the individual neurons in the cluster. Clustering was stopped For extracellular recording, fish were mounted as described when there were no more clusters that were at least 50% correlated above and paralyzed with 10 M d-tubocurarine. A glass micropito be merged. A threshold of 50% was initially chosen a priori as a pette (resistance z5 M⍀ filled with fish Ringer's solution and 100 reasonable value for variability within a cluster but also turned out M Alexa 594 to allow visualization of the tip in fluorescence) with to be approximately the rollover point for number of clusters versus Ag/Cl wire electrode was inserted into the tectum. Signals were correlation threshold. Using the correlation coefficient, rather than amplified with a differential amplifier, band-pass filtered at 200-Euclidean distance, as a measure of similarity made clustering in-3000 Hz, and digitally recorded. A small amount of suction applied dependent of total response amplitude, allowing us to cluster at to the pipette often significantly increased the signal, suggesting different ages without changing the clustering parameters. that these were essentially loose-patch recordings. Neuron 42, 789-801.
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